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 SM Higgs Relatives: 
1. Participating in EWSB 

    Perturbative unitarity  & Diphoton excess  

     M.Fabbrichesi, A.Urbano/1601.02447  

2. In Radiative Neutrino Models 
    Without or with a loop/dark Z2 Symmetry 
 V.Brdar, IP, B.Radovčić, PLB 728 (2014) 198 

3. In Scotogenic Neutrino Models 
   Derived dark Z2  Symmetry  
E.Ma, IP, B.Radovčić, PLB 726 (2013) 744 

   Induced accidental Z2  Symmetry  
P.Čuljak, IP, K.Kumerički, PLB 744 (2015) 237 

      



1.1 On July 4, 2012, we learned 
     of the discovery of SM Higgs 

 An excitation of a field that cooled 
with the rest of the universe 
underwent a condensation; 

 Massive fields in SM acquire their 
masses from this condensate 

 1.The SM Higgs: Now, 
Then & in Future 





  



Pure Quantum- Discovery @ LHC: 
     gluon fusion  + rare decay 



 



BSM fields may give diphoton 
excess (important charged scalars) 



No more Diphoton Excess at 125 
GeV in 2014 

 



“The SM Periodic Table”  



1.2   Perturbative hints for the 
“BSM” discoveries in the past   
(dim 6 op’s leading to E^2 scatt. ampl.) 

 NP beyond the Fermi theory 

 The search for the top quark, because 



Each time we replaced one d=6 operator 
with one new discovered state! 

 The expectation of the Higgs, because of 
the quadratic term in the scatt. ampl. 

After discovering the Higgs we are left 
with genuinely g-inv ren-ble theory! 



1.3 Only one Higgs doublet? 
Difficult to imagine given the 

 Huge disparity among SM fermion masses 

 Lightness of neutrinos 

 Fine tuning in the Higgs potential:  

 

 

 Cosmological constant problem 

 Higgs naturalness problem 

 Vacuum stability problem 

 



Veltman parameter close to 1 

 In extended Higgs sectors 

SM tree-value unchanged provided 

Three main possibilities: 



Additional  Complex 
Scalar Multiplet  X 

 Masses for W and Z 



For a scalar X of isospin T 

 Contributions – in convention    Q=T+Y 

 



 2.The 2HD Benchmark 
Model and Beyond 



i) Real triplet 
 T=1, Y=0 (VEV): 

 Y=0, so no contribution to neutral boson masses 

2.1 Simplest scalar extensions   



ii) Complex triplet 
 T=1, Y=1  (VEV): 

 Mass-square contributions for W i Z 



Custodial symm. restoration 
for both triplets, Y=0 & Y=1 

 The rho parameter tuned to 1 for aligned 



Georgi-Machacek model with   
bidoublet-like 3x3 object  
- containing both triplets Y=1 & Y=0  

 If this is symmetry of the scalar potential 



2.2 Two Higgs Doublet - 2HDM 
the most explored benchmark model 

 Both fields participate in EWSB 

 Real VEVs avoid CPV in scalar sector 

 Can provide a custodial singlet with 
the couplings to g. b. fixed by g-inv-
ce, to cancel the unitarity growth 

 



Most general non-SuSy 2HDM 
with CP conserving potential 

 To avoid FCNC (with “natural flavor cons”) 



Natural Flavor Conservation NFC 

 Type I: 

 Type II: 

 Type X(lepton specific): 

 Type Y(flipped): 

 

 

 



2.3 Custodial Triplet (GMM) 
contains a singlet resonance that 
can take part in EWSB and still 
belong to a perturbative regime    

 



diagonalizes the adjoint rep 
of SU(2) 

 C-W Chiang, A-L Kuo/1601.06394  fit 
the 750 diphoton resonance with the 
Singlet of Custodial Triplet Model 



10 phys. states among 13 rep’s 
under SU(2)-custodial 

 Fabbrichesi-Urbano/1601.02447 fit the 
750 diphoton resonance with the 
physical “additional resonance” 

 



3. The Resonance at 750 
GeV that Stole Christmas 
  the title of N. Craig et al./1512.04928 



3.1 Fitting the 750 GeV state 

 M.R. Buckley/1601.04751 

 The most statistically significant 
deviation from the SM at the LHC 
made public since the discovery of the 
Higgs boson at 125 GeV 



A hint of a second scalar boson 
like in Radiative Neutrino Models 

 2HDMs cannot accomodate without 
additional massive particles 

 A need to go beyond purely 
scalar explanations  



 3.2 Radiative Neutrino Models  
Integrating out BSM particles 
produces an effective Dim 5 
neutrino-mass operator 



Dim 5 op. in scalar extensions: 
weak triplet w.r.t. 2nd doublet + 
charged scalars @ loop level 



Radiative mass with real (Y=0) 
Triplet Scalar    BPR, PLB 728 (2014) 198 

 Additional vectorlike lepton doublet 

 Additional charged scalar singlet 



 Gauge invariant scalar potential 

 The neutrino mass matrix 



3.3 Inert-Scotogenic variants   
- as a link to DM problem 

 Scotogenic model with U(1)D gauge symm. 
E.Ma, IP, B.Radovčić, PLB 726 (2013) 744 

 

 

 Scotogenic model with Z2 symmetry 
V.Brdar, IP, B.Radovčić, PLB 728 (2014) 198 



Radiative mass with  Y=2 Inert 
Triplet Scalar 

 Particle content 
H.Okada,Y.Orikasa:
1512.06687 



Baroque Scotogenic Model 
P.Čuljak, IP, K.Kumerički, PLB 744 (2015) 237 
 

  



Exotic multiplets on top of 2HD 



Accidental DM protecting symmetry 



Conclusions: 

Diphoton excess (if confirmed) is in 
favour of a setup which is appropriate for 
Radiative Neutrino Models (minimal or baroque): 

 Triplet Y=0 scalar which mixes with SM Higgs 

 Triplets (Y=0 and/or 2) which are constrained by 
imposing loop- or DM protecting Z2 symmetry 

 Conceivable scenarios with authomatic dark Z2 

symmetry – an example of fermion quintuplet  
Majorana DM candidate with mass < 450 GeV 
discoverable using monojet searches @HL-LHC 

 Diphoton and other measured signals may help to 
discriminate between different scenarios  

 


